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CONCERT PROPOSAL 

 

SIEGA CARLO         

e-mail: sg.carlo@gmail.com 

Tel. number: 0039 333 466 9385 (Italy) 

                     0032 484 82 71 20 (Belgium)  

 

https://www.facebook.com/carlosiegaguitaristperf

orer/ 

https://soundcloud.com/carlo-siega 

 

 

 

META-EXTENSIONS 

 
The selection of the pieces in this project wants to explore the idea of limit in terms of control, especially 

on the relationship between the real performance given by the musician and the electronic interaction 

with him, and on grades of control that the musician has on the electronic machine in real time.  

All the pieces considered are focused on particular idea of “edge”, where the guitarist is called to interface 

himself with the electronic in different levels, starting from one common point: every performance for all 

the selected pieces starts in a situation where the electric guitar serves as a “generator of sounds”. The 

“edge” itself represents that particular moment where technical, musical and physical gestures create the 

rough material for the final sound that –often, in this program- will be expressed by the electronics. In this 

degenerative process the electronic converts itself in a sort of meta-prosthesis, self-sufficient from the 

performer. 
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This is the main concept of the entire program. In fact, in Sottotraccia by Colombo Taccani, the 

performer has almost the total control of the electronic that works as an agglomerate of effects that modify 

the sound of the guitar. The introduction of the audiotape splits apart the original and recognizable sound of 

the guitar toward an abstracted relationship between sound and noise (Ablinger’s 1-127). In Sequitur VIII 

by Karlheinz Essl the electronics is not only an extension of the original sound, but it becomes a prosthesis, 

because allows the creation of more complex sounds in real time. The employment of the loop station -

that permits the recording in real time- different objects (Trash TV Trance by Romitelli) and the pre-

recorded sounds –as in the Beyer’s composition– work as the performer’s extensions during the 

execution/construction of the musical process, where the musician plays a sort of “chamber music” 

through the electronic device, but with himself. 

 

 
 

 

 

PROGRAM: 

 

• G. Colombo Taccani (b. 1961): Sottotraccia* (2014-15), for E-guitar 7’ 

• P. Ablinger (b. 1959): 1-127 (fragments’ selection) (2002), for E-guitar & Tape 8’ 

• K. Essl (b. 1960): Sequitur VIII* (2008), for E-guitar & Live Electronics 11’ 

• S. Beyer (b. 1981): Most of My Clients Come Back* (2012-13), for E-guitar, objects & Tape 9’ 

• F. Romitelli (1963 - 2004): Trash TV Trance (2002), for E-guitar 12’30’’ 

 

*= National Premiere.
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Pieces’ explanation 

 

Sottotraccia1 

Sottotraccia (Backing track), written for Carlo Siega under the invitation of Francesco Zago, is a piece that 

removes references to the standard rock purpose and avoids idiomatic habits. The strings, when beat 

against the keyboard, create regular scanned and subtly obsessive situations, like a metronomic slender 

grid that runs through the piece, sometimes hidden - concealed, indeed, as a backing track- by different 

figures, before turning back onto an oppressive and roughly “ostinato”. In the middle section of the piece, on 

the pre-existing looped material, the using of “Pitch Shifter” effect added to the harmonically complex 

chords covers the entire spectrum of the octave, divided by half-tones. In the last page, the re-surfacing 

music material of the beginning accompanies the stuck musical speech in an empty gestural repetition to 

a sudden end. 

 

Trash TV Trance 

Trash TV Trance exemplifies the composer’s ambivalence towards popular music while trying to 

appropriate popular musical language in order to reach a wide audience. The instrument’s rock culture is 

present on the stage and Romitelli plays off of the cognitive dissonance created by a rock instrument on 

the highbrow concert stage. 

Divided into different sections and defined by different instrumental gestures, this piece is characterized by 

the addition throughout the repetition, on different levels. Through the use of a looping pedal that repeats 

short phrases recorded by the guitarist in real time, Romitelli engages in a critique of the repetitive music 

of popular culture. The repetition comes out from the micro-gestures where the guitarist has to build very 

short phrases. To continue the process and for adding more material, the composer forces the performer to 

start again from the beginning of the phrase.  In the final section the guitarist constructs a complex loop 

that starts off sounding time, but overtime evolving into a cacophonous monstrosity of noise. While playing 

in time with the loop for a short time, the guitarist gradually accelerates out of sync with the loop until 

the tension between man and machine is too much to bear. Everything stops abruptly, as if interrupted. 

Then… Silence. 

 

Sequitur VIII1 

Not being primarily interested in re-adapting those powerful rock clichés, Karlheinz Essl tried to develop a 

fresh view onto the electric guitar, such as the possibilities of an E-Bow, which serves as a wonderful 

substitution for the standard bow, the tapping technique and the use of a volume pedal in order to shape the 

envelope of the sound. With these achievements, the composer wrote a piece for electric guitar and live-

electronics in the beginning of 2008 as part of his Sequitur project. This cycle advertently relates to the 

famous "Sequenze" of Luciano Berio as an attempt to write a series of pieces, which take advantage of the 
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idiosyncratic instrumental possibilities—and confront them with a real time sound-processing 

environment that has its own secret life. 

 

1-1271 

Scale, noise, scale; scale, noise, scale. Peter Ablinger's 1-127 for electric guitar and CD is not music in the 

accustomed sense. So what is it?  

The piece itself could not be more straightforward. Again and again, ninety-five times in all, a scale 

descends, with gentle and unpredictable irregularities of both rhythm and pitch, from the top of the electric 

guitar's range to the bottom. The sound of the instrument is clean, clear, and precise. And then, at some 

point in each of these tranquil, neutral scales -all but one of them, anyway- its progress is interrupted by 

a cacophony of recorded street noise, which the guitar, now louder and rougher in tone, attempts flailingly 

to accompany. A moment of this, or a few seconds; then the scale resumes as if nothing has happened. It 

reaches the bottom of the instrument, the track readout on the CD player clicks upward on its way to 95, and 

we begin again. But why these scales, and why this noise?  

 

Most of My Clients Come Back1 

In Most of My Clients Come Back, the composer works with live guitar performance, loops, and a mono 

playback tape. The tape speaker is placed right next to the guitar amplifier. The piece comes with click track, 

to coordinate pre-recorded material with live performance and loop structures. The texts, narrated by Neil 

Thomas Smith, come from two different sources: The first text has to do with theory of orchestration, 

with what one scholar refers to as Background and Accompaniment. The other text has to do with 

prostitution, it is extracted from an actual commercial dating profile of a 20-year-old male prostitute. 

Both texts on a surface level are congruent in their terms of Escort and Accompaniment, and yet they show 

structural similarities on deeper levels, speak of functionalism and hierarchical measuring of value. The 

speaking voice is applied several roles: as timbral colors in terms of orchestration and texture, as 

melodramatic elements (as in a radio play), and as self-referential comments on the piece’s own musical 

discourse and formal narration. 

 
1 Note of the composer. 

 

ARTISTIC BIO 

 
Bruxelles-based guitarist, after the Music Diploma in 2013, Carlo Siega obtained in 2014 the MA in Music 

Performance at the Conservatory “B. Marcello” in Venice with highest distinction. In the same year he 

resulted the first guitarist to receive the Stefano Vinti Scholarship Grant, given by the Venetian Conservatory 

for the best students. He studied Electric Guitar for the Contemporary Music at the “C. Abbado” School of 

Music in Milan under Francesco Zago (RepertorioZero Ensemble) from 2013 until 2015. He attended 

Masterclasses with Elena Càsoli, Tom Pauwels (Ictus Ensemble) and Yaron Deutsch (Nikel Ensemble). 
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He took part of the 47th and 48th Ferienkurse für die Neue Musik in Darmstadt (DE), the 9th Impuls 

Academy for Contemporary Music in Graz (AU), performing at the Time for Music Festival in Viitasaari 

(FL), Stagione del Teatro La Fenice (IT), and invited to play at the SIRGA Festival (Spain) in 2015.  

He obtained the First Prize in the Contemporary Music Section at the 7° International Music Competition 

“Città di Treviso” (Italy) and a special mention for the interpretation of F. Romitelli’s Trash TV Trance at 

the Val Tidone International Competition (Italy). In 2016 he received the Research-led Performance 

Scholarship, given by the Fondazione Cini (Venice) and Orpheus Institut (Ghent). 

He collaborates with many composers, premiering pieces by Pauline Oliveros, Klaus Lang, Giorgio 

Colombo Taccani, Giovanni Mancuso and Lorenzo Troiani among others. 

He obtained also a Bachelor Degree in Philosophy with highest marks and distinction at the Ca’ Foscari 

University in Venice. 

Admitted at the Advanced Master in Contemporary Music Performance promoted by the University of 

Ghent and ICUS Ensemble, he is working on his own research and performance project at P.A.R.T.S 

(Bruxelles). 

 

 

Technical Requirements 
 
• 15W (at least) tube amplifier for guitar with send/return. 

• Small stereo PA system (analog 6-channel Mixer desk -on stage-, 2 speakers). 

• 4 XRL cables for the PA connections. 

• 1 Stand for percussion instruments. 

• 1 low little table. 

• 1 empty bottle of wine. 

• 2 Music stands. 

 

IMPORTANT: The PA system will be set up on the flour, with the loudspeakers closed to the amplifier, in a 

way to obtain a very defined and localized spatialisation of the sound source. 

Audio/Video links of samples and recordings available here: 

 

G. Colombo Taccani: Sottotraccia           

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afR2FTCzMCU 

 

F. Romitelli: Trash TV Trance 

https://soundcloud.com/carlo-siega/romitelli-trash-tv-trance-2002 

 

K. Essl: SequiturVIII 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tx53Ug1HHSM 


